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SOME DIFFERENTIALS IN THE ADAMS SPECTRAL 
SEQUENCE 

MARK MAHOWALD and MARTIN TANGORA~ 

(Received 22 March 1966) 

01. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Let A, be the Steenrod algebra for the primep. Adams in [Z] introduced a spectral 

sequence which has as its E2 term ExtAp(H*(X), Z,) and which converges to a graded algebra 

associated to n*(X, p), i.e. the p-primary stable homotopy groups of X. In this paper we 

will study this sequence for X = S”, p = 2. In particular we will evaluate enough differentials 

to obtain the following 2-primary stable homotopy groups. 

THEOREM 1.1.1. The table lists n,(S’) for 29 S k 5 45. 

TABLE 1.1.2 

k n(SO) k dSO) 

29 0 38 4 i- (2 ? 2) 
30 2 39 16 + (2)’ 
31 64+2+2 40 8 + (2)3 + (2 ? 2 ? 2) 
32 (2Y 41 (2)3 + (8 ? 2) 
33 4 + (2)‘+ 42 8+2+2 
34 8 + (2)3 43 8 
35 8+2+2 8 
36 2 

: 
2+(8?2?4) 

37 21-212 

The notation is read as follows, for example: zdl equals either Z,, plus three direct 

summands of Z, , or possibly Z, plus four direct summands of Zz; etc. 

Table 1.1.7 shows E, of the Adams spectral sequence for t - s 6 45. Generators for 

the homotopy groups can be read off this from table. The groups extensions in 1.1.2 which 

we have not settled are those involving e,, h,u, I, and IV in dimensions 38, 40, 41, and 45 

respectively. 

We will be concerned throughout only with stable groups and with the prime 2; there- 

fore our notation takes this for granted. Thus we write r&S’) for the 2-primary component 

of z,,+~(S) (n large), we write A for A,, and so forth. 

t This work was supported in part by the U.S. Army Research Office (Durham). The first-named 
author is an Alfred P. Sloan Fellow. 
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The first problem in any use of the Adams spectral sequence is to obtain 

E2 = Ext”Af(Z, , Z,).? 

We do this by the technique of May [5]. May constructs another spectral sequence which 

has as its E, term an algebra we call E’Ext, which is a tri-graded algebra associated to 

E, = Ext. We have extended (and corrected) May’s computations to obtain complete 

information on E’Ext to dimension 70. The range which will be needed for this paper is 

given in Table 1.1.3. In addition some remarks on the product structure are given in 1.2 

below. 

Using Table 1.1.3 as a reference we can state our main result. 

THEOREM 1.1.4. In the Adams spectral sequence, 

(i) 6,t = 0 for nil r; 

(ii) 6,d,e, = h$; 6,(d,e, + h:h,) = P’d,; G,P’e,g = P’+‘g; ij” Pidoe is in E, , 
then G,P’d,e, = Pi+‘do; 

(iii) h3r = hik; 

(iv) &y = h$; 

(v) &d,v = P2u; S,P’gk = hIPi*’ u, i = 0,l; d2Piv = hfP’u, i = 0, 1,2; 

(vi) 6,h,hs = 11,x. 

May and Maunder have previously determined some differentials in the range 29 5 

t - s g 46 which we collect for reference in the next theorem. 

THEOREM 1.1.5. (May [5] and Maunder [4]). 6,P’k = P’+‘h,g; 6,h, = hohi; 
6,h~h, = s; 6&h, = P2h,,do; 6,P’l= P’h,d,e,; &P’m = hoe:; 6,P’e, = Pihido; d2P’j = 
P’+‘h,d,; 6,P2’i = P2i+1h0d0. 

To complete the proof of 1 .l.l it remains to prove the following result. 

THEOREM 1.1.6. All difSerentia1.s in the range 29 S t - s 5 45 not implied by the above 
are zero. 

Table 1.1.7 shows E, = E, for t - s 6 45. 

The above theorems give much information beyond dimension 45. We stop at this 

point because the homotopy problem is not going to be solved one stem at a time but 

rather by some general device. We have shown a number of techniques which suggest that 

the Adams spectral sequence is a good device for computing rc*(S’). 

For completeness we include a table of rck(So) for k 5 28. These results are due to 

Toda [lo] (k s 20), Mimura [7] (k = 21, 22), and May [5] (21 s k I28). 
Note that the result for rc23 differs from that given by May [S] which was 2 + 4 + 2 + 16. 

We establish this group extension in 2.1. All other group extensions in the known range 

are given by multiplication by ho except possibly those left open in 1.1.2. This can be 

7 In what follows we often will speak colloquially and treat Exta(H*(X), Z2) as a functor on a space 
X or as a functor on the module H*(X). When no space or module is mentioned we mean ExtA(Z2, Z,). 
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TABLE 1.1.8 

k 0 1 2 3 4,5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12,13 14 15 

rrkW) co 2 2 8 0 2 16 2’ 23 2 8 0 22 2 +32 

k 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

flk WY 22 24 8+2 2-tf.s 8 22 z2 2+8+16 2’ 2’ 22 8 2 

established without much difficulty, using 24 = 0, various bracket representations, etc. We 

omit the details. 

1.2. In the table of Ext, Table 1.1.3, relations involving ho and Iz, are indicated by 
vertical and diagonal lines respectively. Many other relations hold in this range which cannot 
be listed for reasons of space. Those most important for our calculations are listed below. 

Since we have computed Ext by May’s techniques, the products which we naturally 
obtain are actually the products according to the algebra structure of E*Ext. The product 

in Ext of two elements always contains as a summand their product in E*Ext but may pos- 
sibly contain also other terms of the same bi-grading (s, t) but of lower weight in the sense 
of May 151. Some examples are proved in $5 (5.1.3, 5.2.1, 5.2.4). It can be shown that 
h,-,r = s in Ext; hence h,r = 0 in E*Ext, but s has lower weight than h,r so that the product 
in Ext is not obvious. Except as noted in 7.4 and 8.6 below, our results are independent of 

such questions. 

The following relations are derived in E*Ext by the May spectral sequence, and must 
hold in Ext for dimensional reasons. This list is by no means complete. 

LEMMA 1.2.1. Among the products in Ext are the following: 

(i) h2d, = h,e, , h2eo = hog; 

(ii) P’+‘hlh, = P’htd,, i 10; 

(iii) P’h, = h,g; 

(iv) di = Pig, dog = ei; 

(v) h3s = h$x 

(vi) hzd, = h,g; 

(vii) h$y =fOg = h,m; 

(viii) h,t = h$z; 

(ix) h,e, = had,; 

(x) P’m = d,k; 

(xi) h&’ = P*x; 

(xii) PIBl = hlx’. 

These relations will often be used without specific reference to this lemma. 

Many other relations are implicit in the notation of Table 1.1.3, such as hofo = h,e, , 
P’h,g = hik, h$ = h,z, etc. 
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Recall also the Adams relations hilzi+l = 0, hi@+ 2 = 0, I$ = hi2_llzi+ 1. 

1.3. This paper is organized as follows. In $2 we settle 7~~~ and 7~~~. Some preliminary 
computations are contained in 93, and some techniques are introduced. In $4 we prove 
1.1.4 (i)-(iii). Proofs of 1.1.4 (iv), (v), and (vi) are contained in 495, 6 and 7, respectively. 
Theorem 1.1.6 is proved in 48. 

$2. DETERMINATION OF nz3 AND 7rz9 

2.1. May has shown that 7rz3 is a group extension of Z, , Zz , Z4, and Z, 6. 

THEOREM 2.1.1. xz3 =Z, +Z, -l-Z,, with generators (OCT, 21, E), VE and p3 where 

p3 generates the image of J in dimension 23. 

Proof. The only doubtful point is the group extension of Z, and Z, from {h,g} = viz 
and {P1hld,-,). Mimura [7] has shown that TC~~ is generated by vc and EC Clearly then 
EJC = {P’d,,}. According to Barratt [3], qlc = (K, 2v, v), so we have q2R = JC(~V, v, q) = 
ICE = {Pld,,). Then 4vE = u3i? = q{P’d,) = {P’h,d,). Thus vlc = {h2gj is of order 8, 
which proves the theorem. 

2.2. May has shown that nz9 is either Z2 or zero, depending on whether hjjk survives 
the Adams spectral sequence. 

THEOREM 2.2.1. 7~~~ = 0. 

Pro0S.t Since hik = P’h,g = h,di the homotopy element in question is qu2. But 
11%~ = <2z, IC, 21)~ by (3.10) of Toda’s book ([lo], p. 33); thus ~~~ = ~(Jc, 22, K}, but since 
2n2, = 0, we have qlc2 = 0, which proves the theorem. 

In the light of 1.1.5, there are two possibilities: either &(r) or S,(/$ must hit hzk. 

THEOREM 2.2.2. hgk = 6,(r). 

We will prove this in $8 using methods which are independent of the rest of this paper. 
There we show (8.1.1) that hi is a permanent cycle,$ and 2.2.2 follows. A direct proof of 
2.2.2 is indicated in 4.4 below, 

53. SOME LEMMAS 

3.1. Consider the stable complex XV = So v,, e2, where by such a symbol we always 
understand C”X, where k is large enough so that the complex is defined and stable. Let 
M,, = H*(X,,) ; M,, is an A-module. The co-fibration 

3.1.1 SOA X,.&S2 

yields a long exact sequence in Ext: 

3.1.2 . . . -f+ Exts;‘(H*(S’), Z,) 2 Ext”A’(M, , Z,) 2 Ext”A’(H*(S*), Z,) : . . . 

-f This proof was suggested to us by M. G. Barratt. 
$ We say that CL is a permanent cycle if 6,~ = 0 for all r; and if moreover CC projects to a non-zero 

element in E, we say that cc is a surviving cycle or survivor. 
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where the connecting homomorphism 6 is just multiplication by h, [I, Lemma 2.6.11. 
This enables us to write down Ext for X,, , using 1 .I .3. 

LEMMA 3.1.3. The table gives Ext2’(M,, , 2,) for t - s = 16, 17. 

16 h: h,h: hodo hx P’c,, 
-- - - - - - 

ho& h;h4 h;h.+ h:hd h:h, h:he h,7h4 
17 e. hoeo hi%, P2hl 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

In the tables we write a for i,(u) and fl for an element such that p,(p) = /3. The rows and 
columns are fixed values of (t - s) and s respectively. 

LEMMA 3.1.4. In the range of 3.1.3 the Adams dlJkentia1.s for X,, are (i) S,fa = hce,; 

(ii) S3G = hbd,, , i = 1,2; (iii) &hih4 = Plc, . 

Proof. The Adams differentials are natural, which proves (i) and (ii), since these are 
carried forward by is and pulled back by p# , respectively. Then (iii) follows from (ii) by 

observing that h,,-htd, = h,,(l, h,, hgd,) = (h,, h$dO, h,) = (h,, PIhi, ho) = P’c,. 

Hence we easily obtain E, for X,, . 

LEMMA 3.1.5. The table gives E, for X,, in dimensions 16 and 17. 

16 h: h,h: 

17 
hx hx4 hz4 h= 

e0 hoe0 PZh, 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

The homotopy exact sequence of 3.1.1, in which the connecting homomorphism is 
multiplication by q, gives nl,(X,) = Z,? 2, and n,,(X,) = (Z, -t- ZJ ? (Z,, + 2,) where 
? denotes an undetermined group extension. Comparing this calculation with 3.1.5, and 

observing that h, em, = h,(l, h,, hgh,) = <h,, hih,, h,) = P’h,, we can settle these homo- 
topy groups. 

LEMMA 3.1.6. n,,(X,,) = Z,; n,,(X,) = Z, + Z,, withgenerators {i#(eJ} and(r, ~,2p) 
respectively. 

Note that i#(eo) is a survivor whereas e, does not survive in So. By 3.1.6 and inspection 
of the homotopy exact sequence we have 

3.1.7 p*(i,(eJI = ulx. 

3.2. Consider next the stable complex X, = So u, es and let M, = H*(X,). As with 
X,, the co-fibration 

3.2.1 so 1 x, -5 s8 

gives a long exact sequence in Ext, where the connecting homomorphism is multiplication 
by Iz, (or oin the homotopy sequence). 
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LEMMA 3.2.2. In Ext2”(A4,, 2,) there is a class hz which survives the Adams spectral 

sequence, and projects to hi under p # , If a E Ext”k*(Z,, Z,) then h$ = i,P’a. 

Proof. A portion of Ext for X0 is given below. 

8 

9 

CO 

1 2 3 4 5 6 . . . 

The lemma follows easily from this and from the observation that @ = (i # 1, h3, h:). 

LEMMA 3.2.3. The table gives ExtSqf(M,, Z,) for 14 s t - s 5 17. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

h? do hodo h;do 

hs hx h,do 
h, e * * * * * t 

hx c, 
hlh4 

P’co 

h:123 hx 
h:h+ e. hoeo h&o 

P’hlco P2hl 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Here the asterisks (*) denote hbh4, 1 r i S 7. 

Proof. This is a straightforward computation using the relation h,P’h, = hid0 and 
other relations which are well known. 

LEMMA 3.2.4. In the range of 3.2.3 the non-zero difirentials are (i) 6,hbh, = hb-‘dO, 
i = 2, 3 ; (ii) 6,e, = P’cO. 

Proof. Since K # OX,, i,lc # 0 where K = {d,} E z14 as computed by Toda. Thus the 
homotopy exact sequence of 3.2.1 implies that 7c1JXa) = Z, + Z, and so do must survive. 

If &hih3 were zero, then we would have &h,h, = hod,, by natural&y; but this could only 
happen if &h, = do, which is impossible. This contradiction proves (i). Similarly, since 
(PC,} = ++p = o,u E ox9 we must have Plc, = 6,e,. 

3.3. It is not hard to verify that the class {h4} in X,, projects to <t, 0, 20). Let 

y = xg “(h,} e l6 and let M, = H*(Y). We have a diagram 

so-!+&+ y 
3.3.1 P I 1 4 

S8 S6 

and we can compute Ext>‘(M,, Z,) using the co-fibration (j, q). We will make extensive 
computations of this kind later. For the present we record one important fact. 
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LEMMA 3.3.2. In Ext:r(M,, 2,) there is a surviving cvcIe P2 = h? such that q#P2 = hi 
and such that, if CI E Ext:‘(Z, , Z,), then P2a = (ji), P’a. 

The proof is straightforward; compare 3.2.2. 

3.4. We note the following general lemma for reference. 

LEMMA 3.4.1. Suppose the maps i, p: So f X ’ + X’ are such that the composition p&. 

is zero in homotopy. Suppose a is an element in Ext for So such that i,a is a surviving cycle, 
and such that p@ is essential for every E E (isa}. Then u is not a permanent cycle. 

Proof. We first show that a is not a surviving cycle. For suppose f: S’ + So repre- 
sented {a}; then the composition i-f would be in {i#a}, and therefore p,(i*f) would be 
essential, which is a contradiction. 

It remains to show that u cannot be the image of a differential. Suppose that u = SJ3; 
then i,a = S,(i,@ by naturality, but this is impossible, since i,u is a surviving cycle. 

$4. 8,(eog) AND RELATED DIFFERENTIALS 

4.1. We begin by showing that t survives to xs6. 

THEOREM 4.1.1. The element t = (h3, h,h3 , g) E Exti,42(Z2 , Z,) is a permanent cycle. 

ProoJ: We use the complex X, of 3.2. By 3.2.3 and 3.2.4, Extil*(M,,, Z,) contains a 

class h,h, = (1, h, , h,h& which is a permanent cycle. Multiplying by the permanent cycle 
g E Ext224(Z,, Z,) we obtain <h 3, h,h, , g} = i, t which must also be a permanent cycle. 
But it follows by naturality that t itself is a permanent cycle, since i, is monomorphic in 
dimension 35. 

COROLLARY 4.1.2. t is a surviving cycle. 

ProoJ The only other possibility is t = 6,hgh,; but h2hz = 0 and h,(h,d,) = 0 so 

clearly S3hih5 = 0. 

4.2. We now prove the main result of this section. 

THEOREM 4.2.1. 6,e,g = P’g. 

ProojI We use X,, and the results of 3.1. We have shown that i,e, is a survivor and 
that p*{i,e,} = mc (3.1.7). It follows that p*{i,e,g} = mccR where r? = {g}. Now r,~lcz = 
{hIdog}, but hIdog = h,ei = him. Since t is a permanent cycle, this element survives to 
ns5. Then 3.4.1 implies that e,g is not a permanent cycle. The only possibility is that of 
the theorem. (P2hog = 6zP’k by 1.1.5.) 

This settles 7rs6 = Z, . 

COROLLARY 4.2.2. S,h;y = P2h,g = P’hik. 

This follows from the relation hiy = h,e,g [9]. 

THEOREM 4.2.3. G4P1eog =P3g. 

ProoJ The idea is that 4.2.3 would be immediate from 4.2.1 if P’ were an actual 

class, but the complex X, contains a class r$ which behaves like P’ by 3.2.2. The table 
gives a portion of Ext for X0. 
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43 

44 

45 

hoP1m 

Pzg 

hc,P’k 
P&g 

h;P’m 

P’hog 

h,zP’k 

PZh;g 

P=k 

P’g 

h,,P2k 

12 13 14 15 16 

By naturality we have 6,P2k = P3hOg and &Plk= P’h,g. Since h,PT= h:P’k, and 

6,PFg = 0, a3hzP1k = 0. Thus P3g (i.e. i,P3g) projects to E4. Similarly P’e,g projects to 
Ea. But 

6,J,P’e,,g = B,hTe,g 

= hz6,e,g 

= hyPZg 

= i,P1P2g 

= i,P3g. 

Since i, is monomorphic for the range in question, the theorem follows. 

4.3. We now draw several consequences from 42.3. 

PROPOSITION 4.3.1. 6,d,e, = his. 

Proof. Since P’g = di, 4.3.2 asserts that 6,die, = P2d,2. Thus if doe0 projects to 
E4 we must have a4d,e, = P2d0. But this is impossible since P2h0d, # 0 in E4 while 

hodoe, = 0 since it equals 8,Z, by 1.1.5. Thus doe0 does not project to E4. We have 6,d,,e, = 
d,, . S,e,-, = h:d,2 = 0. Thus 6,d,,e0 must 

Now 6&h, = hzs also, by 1.1.5. 
projects to & . 

COROLLARY 4.3.2. 6,~ = P2d0. 

PFOOf 6,h,a = S,h;h, = P2h0d,, . 

be non-zero and we are finished. 

Thus a = doe0 + hgh, is a cycle in E, and hence 

Using 1.1.5 and 2.2.2, this settles rc30 = Z2. 

COROLLARY 4.3.3. 6,Pie,,g =Pi+‘g. 

Proof. For i 2 2 we use 4.3.2 (which uses 4.2.3). Writing a as above, we have 
(P’-Id,& = (P’-‘dO)d,eO = P’e,g. Then 6,Pie0g = Pi-Id, ,6,a = Pi’ldi = P’+‘g. 

COROLLARY 4.3.4. If P’d,,e, projects to E4 then G,P’d,,e, = Pi+2d0. 

Proof. G,d,PidOe, = G,P’+‘e,g = Pi+3g = d,P ‘+2d, and the result follows, since 

P’d,, is the only element in Ext”*’ for the appropriate s and t. 

COROLLARY 4.3.5. IfPih,dOe, E E, then G,Pfhh,d,e, = Pi+2hid,. 

COROLLARY 4.3.6. 6,h,e0g = P2h,g = P’hik. 

These are immediate from 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 respectively. 

4.4. We now deduce a further consequence of 4.2.3. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4.1. 6,P2r = P’hik. 

Proof. The following is a portion of Ext for the complex Y of 3.3 : 

45 

46 

P’k 

P2S 

PZhok Pzh;k 

P3do P3h,,da 

14 15 16 17 

Here we have written P2k for (ji),P2k, etc. ; elements originating from the S-cell and the 
16-cell have single and double bars respectively. By 3.3.2 (ji),P”s = P’s. This is a per- 
manent cycle, since s and P2 are permanent cycles in Ext for So and Y respectively. Since 
(jr), is monomorphic in the required dimension, P2s is a permanent cycle. Thus P’h$k is 
non-zero in E3 for So. But it must be zero in Eh since P2hik = P3h,g = h, .G,P’e,g whereas 

h,P’e,g = 0. The only possibility is P2h$k = 6,P2r. 

We can now prove 2.2.2 by observing that H2S3r # 0 since, using 3.3.2, P2&r = 
63(ji),P2r = (ji)#P2hZ,k # 0. 

COROLLARY 4.4.2. 6,dor = P’hgm. 

This is immediate from 2.2.2 and the relation P’him = hidok. 

45. THE y FAMTLY 

5.1. We obtain 6,~ and make a related observation on the algebra structure of Ext. 

LEMMA 5.1.1. 63hzh3h5 = hzx. 

Proqf Since hix = h,s, this follows immediately from 1.1.5. 

This would appear to imply that 63h3h, =x but we shall show in a moment that 
h$c = 0 in E3 so that this inference is not valid. In fact b3h3h5 = 0 as will be shown in Sec- 
tion 7. 

LEMMA 5.1.2. 6,h,y = hix. 

Proofi Since h&h, = 0, 5.1.1 implies that hzx = 0 in E3 . The only possibility is 
h:x = 6,h,y. 

PROPOSITION 5.1.3. h Ext, h2eg = h,e,g = h;x. 

Proof. By [9], h,m = h$y. Therefore hoh2e,2 = a2h2m = 6,hzy = hzx. This implies the 
proposition. 

This product in Ext cannot be obtained from May’s spectral sequence, i.e. from E’Ext, 
since in E’Ext, h,ez = hoeog = 0 (the element h& # 0 has different May filtration degree). 
Since 5.1.3 is the first recorded difference between the algebra structures of Ext and E’Ext, 
we give a second proof. May [6] has shown that s = (h4, do, h,3) and x = <h3, h,, do). 
(The relation h,s = h&x follows easily from this.) Then h$~ = h$<h,, h,, do> = 
(hz, h3 , h4>do = (P1h4)do = h,d,g = h,ez . 
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THEOREM 5.1.4. 6,~ = hzx. 

Proof. This is now immediate from 5.1.2 and 5.1.3. 

5.2. We now derive some differentials which lie beyond the range t - s 5 45 but which 
will be needed later. 

LEMMA 5.2.1. In Ext, h,P’e,g = /I$, . 

Proof. This product, which does not hold in E’Ext, is a necessary consequence of 
4.3.3. We have h,6,P2e,g = P4h,g which is non-zero in E4. Thus h,P’e,g f 0 but Ext’7*71 
is generated by h$!?,. 

COROLLARY 5.2.2. 6,h$, = P4h,g = P3hik. 

PROPOSITION 5.2.3. 6,h,S, = hzx’. 

Proof. Since 6,P3k = P4h,g, ~,J?&S, = 0 for r = 3, 4. Thus if 6,h$S, were zero Iz$, 
would be a permanent cycle, contradicting 5.2.2. Therefore 6,h$, = hix’ and the proposi- 
tion follows. 

This argument does not settle 6,S, since h,P,w = 0. 

Remark 5.2.4. We have h$, = P’hzy from 5.2.1 and the relation h,e,g = hohzm = 
h&. Thus P”y = h$, which again is a relation in Ext which does not hold in E’Ext for 
reasons of filtration. 

$6. THE u FAMILY 

6.1. We will use the complex X,, of 3.1. In Ext:‘30(M,, 2,) there is a permanent 
cycle (1, ItI, P’h4) which maps to P1h4 (= h,g) under p# , Notice that if c( E Ext for So is 
such that P’h,cc = 0 then (1, A,, P’h,)z = i#(h,, P’h,, cc). 

PROPOSITION 6.1.1. d,d,u = P’u. 

Proof. May proves u = {h,, Plh.+, do) and u = (h,, P’h,, e,) [5]. Hence in Ext for 
X,,, G,i++d,v = a4 (1, h,, P’h,)d,e, = (1, hl, P’h,)P’ do = i++P’u. Thus it is enough to 
show that i#P’u is non-zero in E4. The table gives a portion of Ext for X,, . 

55 

56 

P’h;x 

- 
h& 
P’s2 

P’h:x 

P2U 

h&S 

14 15 16 17 

Since 82j=P1hoe0, and P’g = di is a permanent cycle, a2P1gj = P2hoeog, which equals -- 
P’h$x (= hgx’) by 5.1.2 and 5.2.4. Thus 6,&j = P2h,4x # i,P’u. By 5.2.3 lj2hoS, = P2hox 
and so i,P2u survives to E4 and we are through. 

COROLLARY 6.1.2. G,P’gk = P’h,u and c?~P’v = P’hfu. 

Proof. Since h,dov = 0, P2h,u must be zero in E, by 6.1.1. This proves the first 
statement. The second statement is proved similarly. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1.3. S,gk = P’h,u. 

Proqf. The idea is to work in X,, where we can “divide by PI” in the sense of 3.2.2. 

It follows from 6.1.2 that S&&k = G,i,P’gk = i,P’h,u = zP’h,u. Thus it is enough to 

show that hTP’h,u is non-zero in Es. A portion of Ext for X, is given in the table. 

56 PZhol Pzh;I 
PZg’ PZh, u 

57 PQ 

16 17 18 

From this it is obvious that ~~P’h,u = i,P2h,u survives to E3 and this completes the proof. 

COROLLARY 6.1.4. 6,P’ u = P’hfu (= P’h&. 

This follows immediately from 6.1.3. 

PROPOSITION 6.15 6,~ = /z$ (= h,zj. 

The proof is similar to that of 6.1.3. 

$7. S.&h5 

7.0. We will show that 6,h,h5 = h,x. The outline of the argument is as follows. In 
Ext for the complex Y of 3.3 there is a certain permanent cycle c( (7.1). By some manipula- 

tions with this cycle we can show that S,( 1, h,hi) = x in the Adams sequence for Y (7.2). 
The same differential holds in X,,; but this enables us to compute x~~(XJ, from which we 
can obtain x37 by a counting argument (7.3). The desired result follows. 

7.1. We begin with the three-cell complex Y. 

LEMMA 7.1.1. Tile table gives a portion of Ext;‘(M,, Z,). 

22 

= 
h: hc.,h: d, * * 

hs, 

h,do 

23 h, * * * * * 
= 
hs * * * 1129 * 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Here the asterisks are abbreviations for products with h, of the elements to the left; single 
and double bars indicate cell of origin as in 4.4. 

-- 
By naturality we have in the above table the differentials 6,h, = h& and 6,hOh4 = h,d,,. 

We introduce the notation 

cc=h,+~=(1,hJ,hq)+(lrh4,h3) 

and we wish to show that u is a permanent cycle. If we pinch the O-cell of Y to a point we 
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obtain the two-cell complex S8 uzO et6 which we will call Y’. The crucial step in the calcu- 
lation of 6,h,h, is the following. 

LEMMA 7.1.2. The element & + E E Ext, ‘*24(M,,, Z,) is a surviving cycle, giving a 

homotopy element {CC’) E 7c23( Y’). 

Proof. Consider the following diagram: 

Y’ -+ S* u2a er6 u, e24 3 S24 

I 1 I 
= 

S’6 - S16 u e24 - S 24 

The lower row is equivalent to the co-fibratibon 3.2.1 of X,. Clearly then the connecting 

homomorphism in the Ext sequence takes 1 to G. Thus, by naturality, the connecting 

homomorphism in the Ext sequence for the co-fibration of the upper row must hit either 

G or & +x . But it follows from the work of Adams on the decomposability of h4(Sq16) [l] 

that the image 6 # 1 must contain c. This proves that 6# 1 = ‘i;;; +z in the Ext sequence of 

the upper row. But (1) is of course a homotopy element, the generator of ~x,,(S~~), and 

therefore h, + < is a permanent cycle, and hence a surviving cycle, in Y’; and the lemma 
follows. 

LEMMA 7.1.3. In Y, CI is a surviving cycle. 

ProoJ: This is now almost immediate from 7.1.2 and the homotopy exact sequence of 
the co-fibration So -P Y+ Y’. 

7.2. We now use the above results to show that x does not survive in the Adams 
sequence for Y. 

LEMMA 7.2.1. In Ext for Y we have the following products: 

(9 (1, h,, h4P4 = (1, h, 16); 

(ii) (1, h,, h,)h, = 0; 

(iii) (1, h,, h,)d, = j#x; 

(iv) (1, h,, h&d, = 0. 

Here j denotes the composite ji : So + Y of 3.3. 

ProoS. The product (i) is clear; (ii) follows from the well-known relation (h, , h3 , h4) = 

h,h, , since j#h,h, = 0; and (iii) follows from x = <h3 , h,, do). To prove (iv), observe that 

h:(h,, do > h3) = h,@, > h, , h:) = kJ”do 

= doP1h4 

= d&h:, h, , W 

= h:(h, > h,, do) 

= h;x(# 0) 

from which it follows that (h4, do, h3) = X. Now from the Jacobi identity 

(h,~h,~do~+(h~,do,h~)+(do,ha,h~~=O, 
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since the first two terms are each x and the indeterminacy is zero, it follows that 
(d,, , h, , h3) = 0 which implies (iv). 

COROLLARY 7.2.2. h,cr = (1, h, , h:) and d,-,a = j,x. 

LEMMA 7.3.2. In Y, &(I, h3, hi) zj#x. 

Proof. The table shows a portion of Ext for Y. 

ZI 

37 hi zs 
h:hs x h"X 

G r 

38 12 * * * 
ei Y 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

By 7.2.2, 7.1.3, and 1.1.5, 

6,hO(l, h,, hi) = 6,h,h,a 

= c&hOh, 

= cxh,d, 

= h,j,x. 

But &(I, h3 , hi) is clearly zero, and the lemma follows. 

7.3. We now consider the complex X, . 

LEMMA 7.3.1. The d@erential~&(l, h,h$> = i,x holds in X,. 

Proof. For s g 5, Ext for X0 agrees with the table of 7.2.3 after deletion of the 
elements with double bars. Thus 7.3.1 is immediate from 7.2.3 by naturality. 

COROLLARY 7.3.2. 0th:) is non-zero. 

Proof. By 2.2.2 {hz) is the generator of z 30 = 2,. In the homotopy exact sequence 

3.2.1 of X,, (h;} E 7c3,(S8) does not come from n&X,> since 7.3.1 implies that there is no 
element in n&X,) of filtration less than or equal to 2. This gives the corollary. 

LEMMA 7.3.3. The tabIe gives a portion of Ext for X0. 

36 t p’g * * JT? z + 

k * * 
37 h:h5 X * * w7 P’k * + 

38 zj * * * Y * * * KS * P2do + + 
el 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

This is calculated in the usual way. We have made use of the relation h,r = hix + h,t; 
see 7.4 below. Also, we do not know whether hzd, = hsn, but this is irrelevant to our argu- 
ment, so we omit h;d, from the above table for simplicity. 
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LEMMA 1.34. The following are the only d@erentials in the Adams sequence for X, 

which involve dimension 37: (i) S,R = h,Fg; (ii) 6,P’k = h,,P’g; (iii) J4e,,g = P2g; 

(iv) 6,& = h;P’k; (v) S,G = x, 

Proof. The differentials (i) and (ii) are obvious by naturality, and we also obtain 

(iii) by naturality, observing that S,zk = 0 since hik = h,P’g. We have proved (v) in 
7.3.1. Finally, (iv) follows from (iii) and the fact that h,e,g = hzy is obviously a permanent 
cycle here. 

We should also observe that hzz is a permanent cycle, since it can be written 

(hihJ/1, (see 3.2.4), and that e, is a permanent cycle in X,, , by an argument given later (8.6) 

PROPOSITION 7.3.5. rrn3, has exactly three generators. 

Proof. It is clear from 7.3.4 that n3,(X,) is generated by the images of h$h, andzk 
Using 7.3.1 and the fact that rr3,(S8) = Q, = 0, we have a short exact sequence 

0 + %3(S8) --f 7137 + ~37Ga ----, 0 

and the result follows. (The map rc3s(S8) --f z3, is monomorphic by 7.3.2.) 

COROLLARY 7.3.6. a3h3h, = 0. 

Otherwise z3, would have at most two generators, since 1.1.5, 4.2, and 5.1.4 have eli- 
minated all possible survivors except hzhs, x, h,x, hix, and h,t (= hzn). 

THEOREM 7.3.7. d4h3h5 = h,x. 

Proof. By 7.3.6, 6,h3h, is defined. If it were zero, both 6,h3hs and &e, would have 
to be non-zero, in order to agree with 7.3.5. But 6,e, = 0 is proved in 98.6 below. Thus 
7.3.7 follows from 7.3.5 and 7.3.6. 

7.4. In the proof of 7.3.3-7.3.7 we used the relation h,r = hjjx + h,t. In E’Ext, 
h,r = 0, but in Ext, h,r might conceivably be any linear combination of hzx and h,t, since 
both elements have lower weight in the sense of May (see Section 1.2 above). 

The fact that h,r is as claimed has been proved by showing that J: and htx + h,t do not 
survive in the May spectral sequence for A’, (unpublished). This product is closely related 
to the product h,r = s (because of Lemma 1.2.1, part (v)), which has been proved by similar 
calculations (in the complex So uzt e’). This latter product can also be proved by the 
techniques and results in The metastable homotopy of S”, by M. Mahowald (Mem. Am. 

math. Sot. No. 72, 1967). 

58. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1.6 

8.0. Now we will prove that all remaining differentials are zero. Using known facts 
about the image of the J homomorphism, and using the fact that each 6, is a derivation with 
respect to the product structure of E, , it is clear from what has already been proved that the 
following elements are permanent cycles: n, d,, q, p, h,c, , g2, and hgh5. It remains to show 
that the following are permanent cycles: h h 1 5, h2h5, f%%, f%h5, el ,fi , c2, and w. 
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8.1. We begin by giving the promised proof that lzf is a permanent cycle, which implies 
2.2.2. The fact that hi is a permanent cycle is a corollary to the rollowing theorem. 

THEOREM 8.1.1. The four-fold bracket (a, 2a, cr, 2a) exists, and {hi} = (c, 20, CT, 20). 

Proof: According to Oguchi [8], to show that the bracket exists it is sufficient to prove 
that (6, 20, a) = (2~7, 0,20) = 0 with zero indeterminacy. It follows from Toda’s formula 
((3.10) of [lo]) that <a, 2a, a) = (2a, 0, 20). But clearly (20, (r, 2~) = 2(a, 20, a), and 
since 2n 22 = 0, both three-fold brackets are zero. The following lemma shows that the 
indeterminacy is zero. 

LEMMA 8.1.2. ml5 = 0. 

ProoJ n15 is generated by p and q~. Now TIC = (v, 2v, E) and therefore aqrc = 

(ts, v, 2v)~ = cm = 0. On the other hand S22 + S” 3 SO(n) + CY’S” where w is a 
generator and n > 22 shows that op = o(oJ) = 0. 

This proves the existence of the four-fold bracket. To show that it contains {k:} we 
represent the bracket by the complex 

Then X = S” uIZI enf31 can be realized by taking the mapping cylinder MZ of 5 and adjoin- 
ing enf31 by the map 

S n+30 --+S n+7 
Zd u2m e “15 “, entz3 c M,. 

Let Y be the subcomplex 

sn+? 
V2a e 

?I+15 "oent23 "2~ent31C~* 

The cohomology of the pair (X, Y) is given by the following table. 

N*(X, Y) .Z H*(X) -5 H*(Y) 

n 
n+7 
n+8 
n + 15 
n + 16 
iz + 23 
n + 24 
n + 31 

X” j*x, 
Y,+7 

a*Ynt7 

Yn+lS 

J*Y"+l5 

Yn+23 

6*Y,+23 

XII+31 
.* 
1 x.+31 

Adams has shown [l] that Sg16 = Zi,jai,j,3$i,j where ao,3,3 contains the term Sq*. Hence 
6*y,,+,, = Sq16x, = x(Sq8&3) where 2 is the canonical anti-automorphism of A. The 
Peterson-Stein formula now completes the proof. 

The following consequence will be used in 8.3. 

COROLLARY 8.1.3. v(h:} = 0. 

Proof. v<cr, 2u, u, 2a) N (0, 20, 6, 2~) but the indeterminacy of the last bracket is 
2an,, = 0. 
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8.2. An elementary argument shows that <v, 21, (hi}) = c1 has the property that +I,5 
is non-zero in So u, e33. This implies that hlhS is a permanent cycle. 

This settles 7c3i and 7r32. 

8.3. Using the same technique we can show that <v, {hi], 21) = CQ has the property 
that +2,5 is non-zero in So u,, e35 and hence that h,hs is a permanent cycle. This uses 
8.1.3. 

We have now settled rrk for all k 5 36. It is not hard to verify that all group extensions 
in the range 31-35 are trivial other than those given by ho. 

8.4. It follows from 8.2 that P’h~h, = (P1hl)(hlh5) is a permanent cycle. Therefore 
G,P’k,h5 = 0 and P’iz,h, is itself a permanent cycle. 

8.5. P’h,h, obviously gives a permanent cycle in Ext for X0, by 3.2.2, and since z is 
not a multiple of h3 it follows that P1h,h5 is a permanent cycle. This settles Q. 

8.6. If we can show ?i3e, = 0 then e, is a permanent cycle. There are two possible 
images: h,t and hgx. May has shown that e, = (h, , cl, h, , h,) [6]. We therefore consider 
the complex X = So v, e8 u,, ez8 and show that the image of e, is a permanent cycle there. 
Let M = H*(X). 

LEMMA 8.6.1. The table gives a portion ofExty(M, 2,). 

= 
34 h% i& i * * 

hhs z, * hzn et * 

35 z * * * h&i m * * 

1 2 3 4 5 6 I 8 9 

The proof follows directly from Adams’ lemma [l ; 2.6.11. 

LEMMA 8.6.2. 113 is a permanent cycle and in E4 can be represented as (I, h, , cl, h3). 

Proof. We first show that {I, 6, cr, a> exists as a four-fold Toda bracket. Clearly 
(1. 0, c,} = 0. To see that (a cl, a) = 0 we use the Jacobi identity 

(0, <v, c, v>, 0) + ((a, yo, o>, v, 0) + (0, rla, <a, v, a>> = 0 

since (cl} = (ya, a, v). The second bracket is zero since (a, qa, a) = 0. To prove the third 
bracket zero, note that (ra)<a, v, a) = 0 on S’. Hence we form 

S34 3 er6 u S’ ---, So(n) -+ 0°F (n > 35) 

which represents the third bracket. Then the third bracket is zero since ACHE = 0. 
Thus the first bracket is zero also, and the four-fold bracket may be formed. CIearIy 

p*(t, a, cr, a} = cr where p : X--t S 28 . This implies that 8(2, a, cr, a) # 0. Now if &G # 0 
for any r then there will not be enough classes in Ez;s+35 to produce Zig. The lemma 
follows. 

LEMMA 8.6.3. i,e, is a permanent cycle, where i : So -+ X. 
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Proof. We have i,e, = i,(h,, cl, h3, h,) = h2K and thus the result is immediate 
from 8.6.2. 

COROLLARY 8.6.4. Either e, is a permanent cycle, or else &e, = h,r. 

Proof. From 8.6.3 it follows that e, gives a permanent cycle in the Adams sequence 
for X,. Thus e, is a permanent cycle in the Adams sequence for So unless its differential 
is a multiple of h,; and h,r is the only possibility. 

PROPOSITION 8.6.5. Either e, is a permanent cycle, or else 6,e, = h$. 

We omit the proof, which follows the same lines as 8.6.1-8.6.4, using the complex 
X, = So u, e4 in place of X0. 

THEOREM 8.6.6. e, is a permanent cycle. 

Proof. By Lemma 1.2.1, h$z = h, t; by 7.4, h,r = h, t + h$x. Since hdx is non-zero in 
E, , the result follows by comparison of 8.6.4 and 8.6.5. 

8.7. According to May [6],f, = (hf, hi, h3). Thus in Ext for X, i& = h,(l, h,, hIhi) 
is a permanent cycle. This shows fi to be a permanent cycle, unless c,g = h,y (another 
ambiguity in the product structure of Ext). However, we can settle S,fr = 0 by considering 

the complex So uZa es u, et6 in which h, is non-zero (cf. 7.1) and in which fi may be written 
h,(l, h4, hih,). We omit the details. 

8.8. We can show that c2 = (h, , h2, hz> is a permanent cycle by using the complex 
X, = So u, e4 in much the same manner. 

8.9. Finally we must show that the permanent cycle w in ExtgP54 is not S2B,. But 
P’B, = hlx’, a permanent cycle; P’w # 0, and the result is an easy consequence of 3.2.2. 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 
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